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Problem Statement:
Often times when deciding on a restaurant to go to or an activity to do, people will refer
to some sort of online rating system to help aid in their decision making process. The
most common rating system used today is the five star star rating system, there are
fundamental issues with this system though. Generally speaking a user is far more likely
to leave a one or five star rating than they are a two, three, or four star rating (Hively,
2011). In fact, according to Wall Street Journal, “online product ratings average about
4.3 stars”(Fowler, 2017). This can be attributed to the fact that people are far more likely
to leave a review if they have very good or very bad experience(Lafky, 2014).
Solution:
My proposed solution is a mobile app that would ask users to rank an establishment
against other randomly selected establishments of a similar nature. The app would then
show the average ranking of an establishment based on composite scores across all
submitted rankings as well as basic company info such as a brief about section, contact
info, photos, and address. The goal is to give other users a more accurate view of the
best establishments and experiences in the area based on user rank data rather than
user review/rating data.
Final Design:
My solution allows users to rank establishments in their local area against other
establishments of a similar nature. For example, you could rank Starbucks against other
coffee shops in the area. You can also search for establishments in your area, and see
the average ranking for these establishments in their respective categories. A user
profile is required to access and use the app. The idea behind this is that it will prevent
biased users from skewing ranking averages but positive or negative rankings. Within
each user profile, you’ll be able to see that users most recent rankings, their name, their
username, and their home location. If you are viewing your own profile, you’ll be shown
a list of suggested locations you may enjoy based on previous ranking data.
During the initial start up phase of my project, I used Pigma Micron Pens and a 8” x 11”
sketch pad to sketch the eight potential solutions as well as to storyboard the eight
distinct situations that my solution could be used in (40 total sketches). For my paper

